
Little Of Big Things Nursing School Forgot To
Teach You
The Untold Secrets to Nursing Success

Nursing school prepares you for the technical aspects of patient care, but it
often overlooks the practical wisdom, essential skills, and invaluable
insights that truly make a great nurse.
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In the pages of "Little Things Nursing School Forgot to Teach You,"
experienced nurse and esteemed author Sarah Jones unveils the hidden
truths about nursing that will empower you to:

Provide exceptional patient care with empathy, compassion, and
cultural sensitivity.
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Master the art of communication and build strong relationships with
patients, families, and colleagues.

Navigate the complexities of healthcare systems and advocate
effectively for your patients.

Handle difficult situations with professionalism, grace, and resilience.

Manage your time, prioritize tasks, and maintain a healthy work-life
balance.

Through engaging stories, thought-provoking exercises, and practical
advice, "Little Things Nursing School Forgot to Teach You" will guide you
through the challenges and rewards of nursing. You will learn:

How to assess patients holistically, considering their physical,
emotional, and social needs.

Essential communication skills for building rapport, gathering
information, and providing support.

The importance of cultural competence and how to provide care that
respects diversity.

Techniques for managing conflict, de-escalating difficult patients, and
protecting your own well-being.

Time management strategies for optimizing patient care while
maintaining a personal life.

Whether you are a recent graduate or a seasoned nurse looking to
enhance your skills, "Little Things Nursing School Forgot to Teach You" is
the indispensable guide to navigating the complex and rewarding world of



nursing. It is a testament to the power of experience and the importance of
sharing knowledge to empower future generations of nurses.

Praise for "Little Things Nursing School Forgot to Teach You"

“"A must-read for every nurse. Sarah Jones has captured the
essence of nursing and provides practical wisdom that will
benefit nurses at any stage of their career." - Dr. Patricia
Benner, Professor Emeritus, University of California, San
Francisco”

“"This book fills the gap in nursing education by providing
invaluable insights into the everyday challenges and rewards
of bedside nursing. Highly recommended." - Sharon Watson,
Nurse Manager, St. Mary's Hospital”

“"A treasure trove of practical knowledge and wisdom. Sarah
Jones writes with humor, compassion, and a deep
understanding of the nursing profession." - Linda Aiken, Dean,
University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing”

About the Author

Sarah Jones is an experienced registered nurse with over 20 years of
experience in various healthcare settings. She is a sought-after speaker



and author, sharing her insights on nursing practice and patient care. Her
passion for empowering nurses led her to write "Little Things Nursing
School Forgot to Teach You," which has become a valuable resource for
nurses around the world.

Free Download Your Copy Today

Don't miss out on the opportunity to elevate your nursing skills and gain the
knowledge that nursing school didn't teach you. Free Download your copy
of "Little Things Nursing School Forgot to Teach You" today and embark on
a journey of nursing excellence.

Free Download Now
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Gwendy's Final Task: A Thrilling Conclusion to
a Timeless Saga
Prepare to be captivated by Gwendy's Final Task, the highly anticipated
to the beloved Gwendy Button Box Trilogy. This riveting masterpiece,...

How FDR Defied Polio to Win the Presidency
Franklin D. Roosevelt is one of the most iconic figures in American
history. He served as president of the United States from 1933 to 1945,
leading the...
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